The Art of

Cell Line Development
A work of art combines many distinct individual components to create a cohesive whole.
Cell line development (CLD) too requires a harmonious interplay between many disparate
elements. These elements each present their own potential issues, which need to be
overcome in order to optimize CLD productivity. Learn about what problems can affect
your CLD processes, and how automation can help solve them.

Personnel
Culturing cells
after hours?

With scheduling software, liquid handling
workstations can execute protocols
24/7, 365 days of the year.

New staff taking
months to get up
to speed?

Integrating automated apparatus into a workflow can significantly ease the learning curve.

Exhausted by long
hours at the biosafety
cabinet?

Automating cell culture maintenance frees up
your day for more varied and valuable tasks.

Just as in art, a small change could make a big difference.

Equipment

Data Quality

Shrink your footprint and improve your
throughput by consolidating around a
liquid handling platform.

No space for another safety
cabinet? Shuttling cells
between multiple rooms?

Contamination grinding
your workflow to a halt?

Running your protocol in a self-contained
automated workstation limits the number of
environment changes and human interactions.

Scheduling your protocol on an automated
workstation prevents on-the-fly mid-protocol
adjustments, giving more uniform data.

Changing experiment
schedules because of
equipment shortages?

Liquid handling
inconsistency resulting
in poor reproducibility?

Automated liquid handling is consistent
between users and across runs, facilitating
less data variability.

Programmable liquid handling workstations
have the throughput and flexibility to accommodate the needs of an entire laboratory.

Booking equipment
becoming complex?
Reservations getting lost?

Troubles characterizing
clones for selection?

Automation brings the precision needed
to characterize and select the best clone,
resulting in optimized bioproduction.
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